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The main aim of portfolio analysis in investment portfolio management is to give a caution direction to the risk and return of an investor on portfolio. Individual securities have risk return characteristics of their own. Therefore, portfolio analysis indicates the future risk and return in holding of different individual instruments. The portfolio analysis has been highly successful in tracing the efficient portfolio. Investments invest their funds in a portfolio of securities rather than in a single security because they are risk averse. By constructing a portfolio, investors attempt to spread risk by not putting all their eggs into one basket. Thus diversification of one’s holding is intended to reduce risk in investment. Looking for a complete notes of investment analysis and portfolio management? You landed at the right place, go ahead and learn about investment Analysis. By making investment analysis, a suitable set of portfolio of different investments is made and then managed as whole to generate effective overall return by minimizing the risk factor associated with these investment options. Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management Overview. What is Investment? An economist says that when a person earns a dollar he has two options.